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??? ???
Posted by ???? ???? - 24 Apr 2013 23:31
_____________________________________

I saw sonmewhere that pesach sheni is reminder for us that one maybe ???, or ???? ?????.
never the less he has a second chance.

& I had my second chance when I found hebrew GYE about 10 month ago & another second
chance when the hebrew one became not accesible from my computer & I got into here. (i do
try to go to hebrew one at night from another computer but it's hard & i don't always have the
time for it)

========================================================================
====

Re: ??? ???
Posted by reallygettingthere - 25 Apr 2013 02:45
_____________________________________

The people that were tamei didn't just sit there wondering to themselves "lomo nigrah -Why
should we loose out"

They went to Moshe and said lomo nigorah

Feeling bad is one thing. Doing whatever you can is something else.

Sometimes it's simply expressing our feelings to someone we trust.

...and that can create new realities

========================================================================
====

Re: ??? ???
Posted by Machshovo Tova - 25 Apr 2013 18:03
_____________________________________
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When they complained to Moshe "Lomoh Nigorah?", Moshe said. "Stand by and I will hear what
Hashem will command for your sake". Rashi comments on Moshe's greatness, that he was so
confident that Hashem will reply to him. But the Divrei Yechezkel (Shinover Rav zt"l) asks, how
indeed was Moshe so sure that Hashem will respond? And he explains that Moshe understood
that when a Yid really wants to serve Hashem in spite of his lowly situation, Hashem will surely
grant his request.

Gevaldig!

MT

========================================================================
====

Re: ??? ???
Posted by ???? ???? - 25 Apr 2013 18:27
_____________________________________

and what if some one has machshava tova? is he really getting there? 

========================================================================
====

Re: ??? ???
Posted by ???? ???? - 25 Apr 2013 18:30
_____________________________________

and what if some one has machshava tova? is he really getting there? Or he is alread ????
?????

========================================================================
====

Re: ??? ???
Posted by ???? ???? - 25 Apr 2013 18:31
_____________________________________

and what if some one has machshovo tova? is he really getting there? Or he is alread ????
?????
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========================================================================
====

Re: ??? ???
Posted by Machshovo Tova - 25 Apr 2013 19:00
_____________________________________

I "think" therefore I "am". (see Kiddushin 49b)

MT

========================================================================
====

Re: ??? ???
Posted by Chaim2009 - 08 May 2020 00:10
_____________________________________

???? ???? wrote on 24 Apr 2013 23:31:

I saw sonmewhere that pesach sheni is reminder for us that one maybe ???, or ???? ?????.
never the less he has a second chance.

& I had my second chance when I found Hebrew GYE about 10 month ago & another second
chance when the Hebrew one became not accessible from my computer & I got into here. (i do
try to go to Hebrew one at night from another computer but it's hard & i don't always have the
time for it)

WOW so holy.

========================================================================
====
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